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Rendezvous Ski Area Comments (public comment period in March 2020):   24 comments 

1. Visiting from WA State – you’ve got a great facility here! First time on this trail system and it was 
so amazing. We had the skating lane on Déjà vu all to ourselves. Great job on the grooming by 
the way. We heard the season pass is going up to $75 – Yikes! Too Much! I’d be Okay with a $50 
season pass but no more! – Seattle, WA 

2. I feel like the proposed increase is a little steep. Somewhere in between maybe? 
3. Please don’t raise the rates, esp for senior citizens – Liz Barton, 47 Fremont, Providence, RI 

02906  406-599-6234  lizbartonliz@gmail.com  
4. Increase the rates probably needed just no lights bring a flashlight much cheaper. Brenda 

Palmer 11604 Wood Bluff Loop, North Chesterfield, VA  23236  brendaski3@aol.com 
5. Good idea! Fee schedule has been extra ordinarily affordable for too long.  
6. Thank you for giving an opportunity to comment. I feel the proposed increase is excessive. 

Doubling, or more of the fees in one year is too much. I am happy with the current trails and am 
not interested in additional trails, lights, warming huts, and/or water station. I do understand if 
fees need to increase based on cost of living but not by twice.   Sherri Kenyon, Missoula, MT 
kruegerkenyon@gmail.com 

7. I am fine w/increased costs if needed to continue excellent grooming and other features of a 
great ski area. Seems increases are very significant. If increases are needed for features 
suggested in proposal then how skiers who want them pay for them? None of proposed (over 
end of text). Criag Krueger 406-530-8012, 4775 Evergreen, Missoula, MT, 59804  
ckskpjone@gmail.com 

8. I agree to the proposed fee changes. The public receives a lot from the Rendezvous trail system 
and the FS needs to be better compensated for this fabulous facility. I will pay $100 for a season 
pass.   Patti Steinmiller, 406-219-2315  952 Knells Drive, Bozeman, MT 59715  
psteinmul@msn.com 

9. I understand that fees for the Rendezvous Trail System have stayed the same for many years 
and the proposed amounts are comparable to other Nordic Trail Systems. That said, the 
proposed increase is significant.  I would like to see a “meeting in the middle” so the new fee 
amount would not feel quite so painful   Peggy Lyn, 406-570-0536, 324 Heron Drive, West 
Yellowstone, MT  plynnski@gmail.com 

10. The fee increases seem reasonable. The addition of a three day pass is good. Terri Ball, 406- 624-
0337, 2278 Riata Road, Bozeman, MT 59718  balldt@gmail.com 

11. I am OK with a small fee increase I.E $5-$10, It’s a great facility…But No More!! A season pass is 
$40 now- $50 would be OK w/me (that a 25% increase) more than that would be a crime!!! Chris 
Nord (Tax Payer) 406-581-3644, 3011 Candy Ln, Bozeman, MT 59715  nerdmt@q.com 

12. The trail system is great! I live in the region and ski here once r twice a year. The night skiing 
should be powered by solar LED lights. I don’t know what is meant by “water at the stream 
area”, so no comment on this. More trails, better maps, etc sounds good. The fee increase is 
okay.   Mike Merigiano 208-354-8289  3228 South 500 West, Driggs, ID 83422  
mmerig@silverstar.com 

13. Groomers deserve to be paid well. We’ve had a deal for years, Thanks You!   
14. Sweeten the deal – do it (raise the fees) incrementally. People will respond much more 

positively to the change if you use the “Sherpa’ steps method. Thanks Deb R (1st time user). 
15. Yes to the price increase. No to the lights. What a stupid idea. WLC. 
16. Yes to increases NO! to lights. Bill Carpenter, 406-682-5298, Ennis, MT 
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17. Fee Increase Okay. How about a break for 70+? Jan, Big Sky, MT, janbartelt@comcast.net 
18. Season & family pass should be less, more like $80/individual & $140/family. This is consistent 

with raising the daily rate from $8 to $16. Steve Wyatt, 406-437-8386, P.O. Box 4/402 S. 
Harrison, Townsend, MT 59644, wsteve1254@gmail.com 

19. I like the idea of children 12 and under are free. Young kids usually don’t ski for that long each 
session. Having free skiing for kids helps get kids involved in skiing and makes it more affordable 
for families. Thanks for the great trails and skiing! We love West Yellowstone. Andy Hall, 208-
716-0763, 860 W 3000 S, Victor, ID, 83455 lichen.rock@yahoo.com 

20. I don’t like it to double, but I’ll still ski here. The grooming is fantastic. You can’t put in enough 
lights to be worthwhile. Scratch that waste of money. No need for warming hut out further. 
People that do the distance are hard core, not out for a lark. Thank You Sylvia, 406-539-3540 

21. 1- Fees are fine 2- DO NOT waste my fee $ on lights. If people want lights, go to Las Vegas! W. 
Carpenter, 406-682-5298, 32 Spanish Peaks Dr., Ennis, MT 59729, barncamp@gmail.com 

22. It’s past time that the fees were raised. This facility is a bargain at twice the price. Keep up the 
good work. Gene Hardin, 406-529-5729, 3 Bull Trail, Ennis, MT 59729, gohardin@hotmail.com 

23. That’s a big increase. However, if it would really go to suggested improvements and not be 
siphoned off then, yes. I support it. McAllister, MT 59740 

24. I've talked to many skiers this week about the fee increase and almost all agree and support it! A 
couple suggestions were to increase them more often and more gradual and put up a donation 
box in the summer because many bikers would add to it.  Have a great weekend!  Kent Houston 
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E-mailed Comments:         32 comments 

7/2/20  Steve Emsile  emsliest@yahoo.com 

Regarding your call for input on raising fees for cabins in the Custer Gallatin NF: NO NO 
NO!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
 
You cannot raise fees by >100% per night for these cabins. That is completely inappropriate and 
unjustifiable!  I could see a raise of $5 per night as justifiable, but you are proposing a HUGE increase 
that is ridiculous. The best thing about these cabins is their affordability so that one can enjoy several 
nights in them at low cost. Besides, why pay hotel prices for cabins with no electricity or water?  You 
cannot in any way possible justify such a huge increase in rates. Stop this idea immediately as it shows 
greed over public interest and accessibility. 
              

7/3/20  Judy Finely  momfinley@sbcglobal.net 

I absolutely love the forest service cabins! Although more than doubling the current rate will most 
definitely price my family out. I’m sure the prices are due for increase, hoping adding $10/$15 will 
suffice.  
              

7/3/20  Deborah Monaghan   Deborah.monaghan@gmail.com  
Hello, 

I am writing to comment on the proposed increase of fees for the Gallatin National Forest cabins and 
sites. The culture and lifestyle of Montana is quickly changing as the state population grows as well as 
the tourism industry. Already housing costs are an issue for those that have lived here for years, or 
generations. Enjoying activities outdoors was once easy and relaxing with fewer crowds. My experience, 
as a resident of Livingston, is that as our area has become more popular, we have to go further afield to 
enjoy the wilderness in silence and with ease. Our river is more crowded, our trails and trailheads 
busier, and the roads to get anywhere full of more cars. Renting cabins or campsites allows us residents 
to plan and reserve space in the wilderness with ease. I fear if you increase the overnight fees as 
outlined, between the difficulty in even securing a reservation (due to popularity) and the increased 
expense, locals will lose out on a treasured experience because the hurdles are now too steep. Have you 
considered raising the price for those reserving from out of state, while keeping the costs low for 
Montana residents? I am not sure how the numbers would shake out, but please do take a look at it. We 
all want the National Forest Cabins program to survive, but if it means local residents will have a hard 
time affording it, then in my opinion, all will be lost. Until recently, I have never been one to jump on the 
" keep the outsiders out" train, but I find myself becoming ever more protective of this state and its 
resources as we grow - your proposed increase in fees is one of the reasons why. Will everyone have to 
be rich to live here and enjoy it? 

Deborah Monaghan 
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7/3/20  Kala Lundgren   kalalundgren@gmail.com 

Hello, I have recently been made aware of the Custer Gallatin National Forest Service's intention to 
increase recreation fees. While an increase of $10 on the free campsites like Battleridge seem fair, an 
almost double monetary increase on cabins and Nordic ski use is outrageous. As a local who enjoys the 
amenities provided by the Forest Service, I would find myself much less inclined to pay $65 for a small 
cabin (especially one that isn't vehicle accessible in the winter), as opposed to a price under $50. While I 
agree that these funds can be helpful to help maintain and improve our current access, I do not think 
the new proposed prices reflect on our communities budget to be able to enjoy the outdoors. Having 
almost $100 fees for one day of recreation on National Forest lands marginalizes those who are less 
fortunate, and therefore makes the access to our popular outdoor spaces less available, except to those 
who can afford them. Please consider a smaller increase for fees, or restructure which areas would 
benefit most from the (slight) increase of rates. 

Thank you for your time-  
Kala Lundgren 
              

7/7/20  Randy & Elaine Corbin   bigcountry120560@yahoo.com 
 
To whom It May Concern, 
 
I would like to comment on the increased fee proposals for camping and cabin rentals in the Bozeman, 
Mt Gallatin Range. I understand the need for maintenance and upkeep but feel the increase is too much. 
We rented a cabin this last summer and it was an enjoyable experience, however the cleaning was done 
by my husband and myself. It was a dry cabin shared with various critters and I don’t believe I would 
consider renting it (again..no amenities) for the amount of increase you’re asking. It just wouldn’t make 
financial sense and would price many families out of the experience currently enjoyed in our own 
backyard. 
It’s just too much money for what you get in return.  
 
Thank you for listening to our comments. 
Sincerely, 
Randy and Elaine Corbin 
              

7/9/20  Mike Costle  mcostle@bresnan.net 
I think the proposed fee increase is long overdue. 

The funds are needs to properly maintain the areas. 

The proposed $10 fee at Battle Ridge Campground is not enough.  That is a great old campground and it 
is getting to the point some road work may need to be done on the back loop. Even though there is no 
water, $12 to $14 is still very reasonable based on the easy access to the campground and setting. 

Please contact me if you need me to testify at any hearing or if you have future questions. 

Thank you,    Mike Costle,  331 Lexington Dr., Bozeman, MT 59715 
Cell 406-581-2209 
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7/9/20  Bruce Mickelsen   thirdeyered@me.com 
I fully support reasonable fee increases for cabins & campgrounds. I’ve used both many times over the 
decades and believe that the fees are currently too low to support these beautiful amenities.  

Bruce Mickelsen 
Bruce Mickelsen Inc. 
P.O. Box 10784 
Bozeman, MT 59719 
406-585-2755 
              

7/9/20  John Backes   backessmith@yahoo.com 

I support the proposed fee increases across the board at all sites identified in your proposal. 
 
John Backes  
941 New Holland Dr  
Bozeman, MT  59718 
              

7/9/20  Jason Stewart   jasonstewart2@me.com 

Ms Buchmann, 
 
I read (BozemanDailyChronicle) with dismay about your desire to raise prices for camping in Gallatin 
Forest. 
I was amused by your comments about making the prices more “fair”.  I didn’t know the FS was 
competing with private campgrounds or hotels. 
Furthermore, when did the US government seek to get “market value”?  If you have data, such as the 
revenue of the local cabins versus the costs, that would be entertaining BUT complaining that you 
haven’t been given inflationary adjustment in the last ten years, is not an effective argument. 
 
Jason Stewart 
6947 Mogollon Drive 
Bozeman MT 
 
PS:  Iff I was bad, I might compare federal government workers compensation with state government 
workers…and demand “fairness” and “market value” 
PPS:  Iff I was feeling worse, I’d compare federal government workers compensation with private 
workers in the local areas….but that would be unfair because they work at will. 
              

7/11/20 Christa Merzdorf   merzdorf@montana.edu 

I would like to express my strong opposition to the proposed fee hikes for USFS cabins and 
campgrounds.  These are supported by tax dollars and need to be available to all.  The proposed fee 
hikes will price many Montanans, families in particular, out of being able to use them.  

Public lands and these sites are for the people and should not be turned into something limited to the 
well-to-do.  These sites should not be priced “more comparable to offerings at private campgrounds or 
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hotels”.  The point of these sites is not to “represent market value and what people pay in other 
situations”.  This is an entirely misguided approach for the reasons I explain above. 

Please keep the fees as they are – for the good and enjoyment of all. 

Best, Christa Merzdorf 
1128 Holly Dr 
Bozeman, MT 59715 
              

7/13/20 Elise Otto  otto.elise@gmail.com 

The Custer Gallatin has done exceptional work providing places for citizen to engross themselves in 
nature through cabin rentals and beautiful campgrounds.  As a former forest service ranger, I am awed 
by the breadth of cabins that the custer gallatin has maintained and improved to make them accessible 
year round to the public.  In this, thank you for your service.   

However, I am opposed to the fee increases for cabins and campgrounds in the Custer Gallatin. I 
believe that low fees make these campgrounds and cabins accessible to a broad demographic of 
people, and then is paid back many fold by the lifelong dedication to public land that is cultivated by 
those experiences.   

1. I think it is important to have as many camp ground options that are below 10 dollars or free as 
possible.  While the fee changes in campgrounds might seem negligible to many, I believe that having 
campgrounds that cost less than ten dollars, makes people more likely to explore new places and 
venture into the unknown without having to think about the financial commitment.  It helps families 
travel and camping remains the lowest cost traveling option with kids.  We don't know what public land 
user we lose when we raise those fees, and we may never get them back.  Keeping campgrounds cheap 
and free should be a priority, and these raises do not align with that priority.   

2. My thoughts on cabins echoes those expressed above, though I do think some increase is merited if 
necessary.  I believe there should be as many cabins rentable for under 50 dollars a night as possible, 
with still ample options around 35.  I feel that as you increase fees you'll also increase the amount of 
people that are stuffed into cabins, and thus increase the wear and tear.  I feel that the vast majority of 
cabins should be affordable (less than 24$ a night for a couple).. that encourages more people to have 
small group wilderness experiences which will be the most meaningful.  

I'm very aware that the campgrounds and cabins in the Gallatin Custer are some of the more 
affordable options  across forests everywhere.  For decades we have reaped the benefits of 
that.  Though Gallatin county is home to some of the wealthiest, and some of most decadent second 
homes in America,  in the Custer Gallatin, people of all walks of life are able to spend a night in the 
woods during any season.  Why would we compromise that unique privilege and equalizing force with 
these proposed fee increases?  

Elise Otto  
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7/16/20 -  Marco Andres Juarez 

Hi Lea,  

This proposal for Whitetail Cabin seems ludicrous, taking into consideration that ht ecabin is infested 
with bees. If you guys fix that issue and maybe install some plumbing then that price seems manageable. 
If you’re not gonna add anything and leave the bees then leave the price. Add like 10 ro 20 dollars to the 
rental if you do take the bees out. The fee increase makes sense with inflation, but ya gotta so way more 
if you’re going to chare 65 dollars a night.  

              

7/20/20 Matt   matturconi@gmail.com 

Hello,  

I recently stayed at Canyon Campsite in Montana right outside of Yellowstone National Park. I saw the 
sign indicating a price raise and decided to write an email to you fine folk.  

I think that the price raise is very agreeable and does not make this campsite expensive by any means. 
However I do notice a few amenities are lacking. For example, in this dry and hot climate, an ample 
water source is necessary. Looking at the surrounding area I can't imagine it would be too difficult to 
add at least one water source to the campsite. It is the kind of thing you would expect to be provided at 
campsite with a $10 a night price tag.  

Secondly, this is bear country and there are only two bearboxes. This seems pretty inadequate for a 
campsite of this size. A family of 4 could easily fill one of those completely with all their scented items 
for a 3 day camping trip.  

Thanks for taking the time to read my email and I hope it was helpful.  

Sincerely, 
A happy camper 
              

7/20/20 J Drew Barney   drewbarney@ymail.com 

To Whom It May Concern, 

I would like to add my personal support to the proposed fee increase.  This has been in the works for 
over five years.  Every expense from grooming to trail management has increased over the last ten 
years, and the current increase will probably only be relevant for the next five years, before a fee 
increase will need to be looked at again. 

I hope this increase is approved.  We should also be following future costs and expenses and work on a 
future fee structure to reflect these costs. 

Thank You, 
J Drew Barney 
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7/20/20 Rachel Spence West Yellowstone Ski Foundation Education Foundation (WYSEF) 
  info@skirunbikemt.com 

Dear USDA Forest Service Representatives and Managing Partners,  

The West Yellowstone Ski Education Foundation (WYSEF) would like to formally give our support and 
approval of the proposed 2020 Fee increases. WYSEF recognizes how important National Forests are to 
our community and the citizens who recreate in them.    

We are pleased to know that increased fee collections will enable the Forest Service to maintain the 
Rendezvous Trail System at the level and quality our users have come to expect, especially at a time 
when we are experiencing increases in recreation use and operating costs.  

Even with the fee increases they are quite a bargain for our recreation dollars.  

Thank you for your continued efforts to help us keep the Rendezvous Trail System a world class 
recreation area.   

Sincerely,   WYSEF 

President, Drew Barney  
Vice President, Marc Sheppard 
Treasurer, Jennifer Jordan 
Secretary, Brenda Holland 
WYSEF Board of Directors 
Kelli Hart  
Molly Moore 
Jack Hart 
Bob Hayes 
Grant Administrator, Julie Wieseler 
Program Director, Rachel Spence 
              

7/20/20 Brandi Johnson    mattnbrandi2006@yahoo.com  

Hi- 

My name is Brandi Johnson and I am just voicing my opinion on the increase rate for Montana forest 
service cabins.  We just recently spent the weekend at the Little Bear cabin and saw the notice on the 
door of the increase.  While I would be more than happy to pay the increase, I think a great option 
would be similar to hunting and fishing licenses to have an increase rate for out of state campers.  I am a 
6th generation Montana native and our family has used forest service cabins forever.  It has been 
increasingly difficult to get reservations at cabins and I usually set my timer to 6 months in advance 10 
minutes before the reservation opens to reserve a cabin.  The increase rate may help with people just 
reserving an entire week just to get the cabin and then not using some of the nights.  However, I think 
the best benefit would be to significantly increase the rate for out of state campers and keep a lower 
rate for in state residents. 

Thanks for your consideration, we love our family time in the cabins! 
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7/21/20 Grete Gansauer   grete.gansauer@gmail.com 

Hello,  

I am in support of proposed fee increases to campgrounds, cabins and recreation sites on the Custer 
Gallatin National Forest. I realize that the agency's budget is constrained and that user fees are an 
important base of local funding to keep recreation sites maintained and functional. I do not know the 
last time that these fees were increased, but I would guess it was a while ago, given that the existing fee 
structure seems out-of-date with current market-rate prices for camping or for a backcountry cabin 
experience. I think this is a reasonable request from the Custer Gallatin National Forest as the fees are 
out-of-date. I acknowledge that higher fees may impose an economic constraint on people visiting or 
experiencing the Forest. However, I feel that a higher fee is probably necessary in order to be 
commensurate with the level of management these sites require to maintain their quality.   

Sincerely,  
Grete Gansauer 
Bozeman, Montana 
              

7/25/20 Wendy Gwinner  gwinnerw@gmail.com  (Identical Comment submitted via hardcopy 
letter as well). 

To Whom it May Concern; 
 
I read of the proposal to increase fees for the forest service cabins.  I am a Montana native.  I began to 
enjoy the forest service cabins when my children were little.  They offered a vacation and outdoor 
experience with just enough comforts of home to make the experience enjoyable with little ones.  We 
had very little money then and the experience was affordable for us.  Some of our best family memories 
are at those cabins. 
 
The cabins do not call to the wealthy.  They are popular with families and outdoors people.  Our area 
seems to continue to cater to those with wealth, making Montana and its beauty only for the 
“haves”.  Our tax dollars have long supported the upkeep of the cabins.  Folks who rent them are more 
than happy to kick in with help on extra projects.  Just ask. 
 
I request that you keep the prices of the cabins at their affordable rate so that every Montanan has the 
opportunity to make the memories my family and I have. 
 
Sincerely, 
Wendy Gwinner, LCSW 
416 Henderson Street 
Bozeman, MT 59715 
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7/28/20 Michael Miscione   mmiscione@yahoo.com 

RE: Custer Gallatin National Forest Recreation Fee Proposal  

To whom it may concern:  

First, a disclaimer. I have stayed at one of the facilities currently being considered for price changes 
(Granite Butte Lookout) and I have upcoming reservations for Diamond Butte Lookout and West 
Bridger Cabin.  

I am a veteran renter of U.S.F.S. lookouts and cabins. In the past eight years I have stayed at 
approximately 40 such facilities throughout the West, mostly lookouts. About half of those were in 
Montana. My fondness and devotion to the program is measured in miles; twice a year I travel from my 
home on the east coast to the Rockies just to experience the rustic solitude and beauty that these 
U.S.F.S. facilities offer. During each two-week visit I stay at three lookouts or cabins.   

I love the fact that these amazing and historic properties are made available to ordinary Americans at a 
reasonable cost. I want to see the lookout and cabin rental program thrive -- even expand. I want there 
to be enough money to maintain all the properties in the system. To that end, I generally support any 
rental price increase that will sustain the rental program.  

But there exists a critical problem within the current system: it is wildly inconsistent in terms of pricing. I 
have stayed at facilities for $20/night and I have stayed at facilities for $90/night (I am looking at you, 
California!). In my opinion, even the worst lookout/cabin is worth more than $20, and the best is worth 
less than $90. Pricing is all over the map, and does not necessarily reflect the value of the product.  

To cure the problem, here is what I suggest. As a general rule, the rental price of a typical 1- or 2-room 
rustic facility should be between $35 and $65/night, no more and no less. And the price within that 
range should be determined by only two things: 1. the quantity and quality of the property's amenities 
(heat, electricity, water, beds, stove, etc.), and 2. the physical accessibility of the property (that is, how 
easy it is to reach). 

I hope you find my input helpful. If you have questions about my comments, I would be happy to answer 
them.  

Keep up the good work, U.S.F.S. Thank you.  
Michael Miscione  
235 East 51st Street, #7-c; New York City, NY 10022  
mmiscione@yahoo.com    212-935-0462  
              

7/29/20 Adrienne Mayor    mayor@stanford.edu 

Dear forest service 
We have stayed at forest service cabins for the past 20 years. We would protest the proposal to Raise 
the fee for overnight stays because it will restrict working people of Montana who Can’t afford to take 
vacations and stay in resorts. If you double the price as proposed the occupants will be rich out of state 
tourists instead of local families. 
Thanks and I hope you change your minds or raise the fee by a more reasonable amount. 
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7/29/20 Comment left on fee envelope at Halfmoon Campground 

Wanted to include extra to keep this site open, then read the price increase…it is substantial but if 
needed, I approve.    
              

7/30/20 Christine Loos   aaronandchristineloos@hotmail.com 

Hello, 

My husband and I are staying at the Garnet Mountain Fire Lookout for two nights and noticed the 
proposed fee increase for next year. Our opinion is that it should either remain the same, or have water 
provided along with the fee increase. It's a grueling hike to get up here and two days worth of water was 
the heaviest thing in our packs, so we definitely wouldn't have minded paying more for that amenity. 

We're enjoying our stay so far and are glad we made it. 

Thanks! 
Christy & Aaron Loos 
              

8/2/20  Scott Moon   smoontana@live.com 

I strongly endorse the concept of increased fees for forest service campsites. We have all had it too good 
for too long, and the abuse of campsites shows it. Furthermore, I believe that increased fees and 
ENFORCED time limits will discourage the "squatters" who have taken over spots for their own personal 
campsites for the season. With the tremendous increase we are seeing in use, there needs to be 
enforcement so that everyone is given an opportunity to enjoy the resource. 
              

8/5/20  Melissa Alder   melissalder22@gmail.com 

To whom it may concern,  

 Attached is a letter of support for the proposed fee increase on the Rendezvous Trail System on the 
Custer Gallatin National Forest.  Thank you, Melissa Alder 

July 28, 2020 

To Custer Gallatin National Forest Officials, 

I am writing this letter on behalf of the West Yellowstone Chamber of Commerce Cross Country 
Ski Committee.  The Committee would like to express its support for the proposed fee increase on the 
Rendezvous Trail System.   

The Chamber is a permit holder on the Rendezvous Trails and works in cooperation with the 
West Yellowstone Ski Education Foundation and the Forest Service to manage and promote the 
Rendezvous Trails.  The organizations coordinate a variety of events on the trails and assists in 
marketing efforts on a year around basis.   

The Rendezvous Trails are an incredible asset to the community of West Yellowstone.  They 
attract thousands of users every year.  We believe that a fee increase is necessary to remain competitive 
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with other areas.  The costs associated with maintaining the trail system continue to increase.  We must 
increase our user fees to be able to cover the rising costs. 

Please move forward with a decision to approve the fee increase.  Thank you for your time and 
consideration. 

Melissa Alder 
Chair, Cross Country Ski Committee 
West Yellowstone Chamber of Commerce  

              

8/21/20 Hannah Downey  hannah@perc.org 

Hello, 

Please find attached a PDF of a public comment on the proposed fee increase by the Custer Gallatin 
National Forest from the Property and Environment Research Center (PERC). Please let me know if you 
have any issues downloading the comment or have any questions for us.  

Thank you, 
Hannah Downey 

Comment on Custer Gallatin National Forest Recreation Fee Proposal Submitted by the 
Property and Environment Research Center (PERC) 
Bozeman, Montana 
August 21, 2020 
The Property and Environment Research Center (PERC) respectfully submits the following 
comment on the proposed recreation fee increase in the Custer Gallatin National Forest. PERC 
is a 40-year-old nonprofit research institute located in Bozeman, Montana, dedicated to 
enhancing environmental conservation using property rights and markets. PERC’s staff and 
associated scholars conduct original research that applies market-based principles to solve 
environmental problems in a cooperative manner, with an emphasis on public land and 
recreation issues. Our researchers have long documented the benefits of recreation fees to 
public land management. 
 
We write to express support for increasing recreation fees at campgrounds, cabins/lookouts, 
and other fee areas in the Custer Gallatin National Forest. By increasing fees, the Custer 
Gallatin National Forest will receive additional fee revenues that will go to address critical 
management needs in the forest, ultimately benefiting both recreational users and forest 
managers. In this comment we wish to highlight the benefits of fee revenues on public lands, as 
well as emphasize the needs that increased fee revenues can address. 
 
Charging fees for use of public lands is grounded in logic and has multiple benefits. First, 
revenue from visitors has become a significant funding source for some public land recreation 
sites in recent years, and these revenues bring advantages. Fee revenues 1 can help improve 
management, which makes for a better overall experience on our public lands, and these funds 
are not subject to political considerations that can influence the congressional appropriations 
that fund most public land management. Second, visitors significantly impact public lands and 
add costs, from staffing requirements, to outhouse cleaning, to signage needs, to general wear 
and tear on facilities. Fee revenues help cover these costs. Third, it’s logical that the people who 
benefit from recreation opportunities should directly support the provision of them, which a fee 
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system helps accomplish. 
 
Currently, our national forest needs our help. Recent figures from the U.S. Forest Service reveal 
that the Custer Gallatin National Forest faces more than $62 million of deferred maintenance 
needs.2 Across Region 1, that number totals more than $880 million. Though congressional 
appropriations and the recently passed Great American Outdoors Act provide resources to 
address these needs, they will not solve the whole maintenance problem. Recreation fees help 
augment funding that can help address such needs. 
 
Increasing recreation fees will directly benefit the Custer Gallatin National Forest and allow 
forest managers to provide better visitor experiences. Under the Federal Lands Recreation 
Enhancement Act, the Custer Gallatin is able to retain 95 percent of the fees collected at local 
campgrounds, cabins, and ski areas. Incentives matter in public land management. 3 Dedicated 
user fees, as opposed to general tax appropriations, change the incentives to make forest 
supervisors and users more like true public land owners with a greater stake in how those fees 
are directed. Increasing the fees to levels comparable with similar sites will mean more money 
going directly to the managers of the Custer Gallatin National Forest to reinvest in the long-term 
stewardship of its sites. As owners and users of public lands, it is our responsibility to ensure 
these recreation resources are available for years to come and do not fall into further disrepair. 
 
The Forest Service is not allowed to charge for general access under the Federal Lands 
Recreation Enhancement Act. As a result, if the agency wishes to increase fee revenues so that 
it can fund visitor-related projects, it must look to amenity fees. This reality could explain why 
the agency is proposing fee increases for use of its developed recreation facilities that are 
relatively large in percentage terms. A modest entry fee could help spread the costs of visitation 
across a broader range of users, but such reform is outside the jurisdiction of the Forest Service 
and would require an act of Congress. 
 
Given the growing fiscal needs and increasing visitor impacts in our national forests, we 
commend the agency for looking to its system of recreation fees as a funding tool that can 
improve management and maintenance. By raising amenity fees, the Forest Service can ensure 
the Custer Gallatin National Forest has the flexible funding needed to take care of our public 
resources now and into the future. 
 
1 See PERC, The Future of Outdoor Recreation Funding. Available at: 
https://www.perc.org/about-us/what-we-do/current-initiatives/the-future-of-outdoor-recreation-funding/ 
2 See USDA Forest Service, FY2018 Deferred Maintenance By Asset Type. Available at: 
https://www.congress.gov/116/meeting/house/109295/documents/HHRG-116-II10-20190410-QFR003.pdf 
3 See Custer Gallatin National Forest Seeks Comment, Recreation Fee Proposal. Available at: 
https://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/custergallatin/news-events/?cid=FSEPRD760409 
             

8/21/20 Larry Rafferty   larry@rafferty.net 

This proposed fee increase is just another in a long history of piecemeal denial of use of our public lands 
to all but those with financial means. The forest should be appropriately funded without further charges 
to the public, so it remains equally accessible to those who own and treasure it. 
 
Larry J. Raffety  
LARRY RAFFETY ARCHITECT 
224½ S. YELLOWSTONE ST.; LIVINGSTON, MONTANA 59047    406-224-1274 
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8/21/20 Ariety Fried    frietybob@gmail.com 

Comment: 

I strongly oppose the proposed increase in fees at all the forest service cabins and campgrounds being 
considered in the Custer Gallatin National Forest. Low fees make campgrounds and cabins for everyone. 
Accessibility to the experience of spending time outside, sleeping in a tent or 100 year old forest service 
cabin heated by a woodstove should never be determined by economic status. Increasing a night in a 
cabin from $25 to $75 means my friends and I will likely never stay in one of these cabins again. The 
increase may mean more money for the Forest Service, but it turns National Forest land into a country 
club. The Forest Service budget shouldn't depend on fees, it should come from the General Fund 
appropriated by Congress.  

Keep public lands truly public! The wealthy have plenty of private playgrounds, please don't turn the 
Custer Gallatin National Forest over to them too.  

Ariety Fried 
105 North C Street Livingston MT 59047 
(773)678 4869  frietybob@gmail.com 
             

 

8/21/20 Marshall Swearingen  marshall.swearingen@gmail.com 

I oppose the fee increases proposed for campgrounds and cabins on the Custer Gallatin National Forest. 
The increases are not in the spirit of public land. It is inappropriate to use the price of hotels and private 
campgrounds as justification for increasing fees. Public land is a great social leveler in this country, and 
we should strive to keep it affordable for all. The needed funding for investment and upkeep of 
recreational improvements should come from the general Forest Service budget, not fees. Also, many of 
us are fine with camping without the amenities of even basic campgrounds. I would like to see more 
opportunities for free, dispersed camping. The Forest Service could blade a couple flat spots off some of 
the access roads and create campsites that cost basically nothing. 
             

8/23/20 Rosalyn Kutsch   kutsch.rosalyn@gmail.com 

Dear U.S. Forest Service–  

I am writing to express my conditional and hesitant support for the proposed fee increases for 
recreation properties in the Custer National Forest. I was born and raised in Bozeman and have fond 
memories of staying in the many cabins in this forest. For me, Forest Service Cabins have always 
facilitated an escape to nature with loved ones and I am grateful that such a precious resource has been 
preserved for public use. It is my love for the cabins and lookouts that enable me to see that the fee 
proposals make sense for their long-term prosperity and upkeep. By increasing the fees, maintenance 
can be completed on the increasingly trafficked cabins and long overdue and deferred renovations can 
take place.  

However, I am hesitant about the fee proposals because I fear that the increase will cut off a large 
section of my community from accessing the cabins. Access to the outdoors is already an expensive 
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endeavor, and such a large percent increase will undoubtedly dissuade families who have used such 
properties for decades, and those that are new and hoping to explore their backyard but are limited by 
price. The opportunity to use these facilities is one that should be given to all, and it is the Forest Service 
who is the gatekeeper. I am disappointed that there is little thought or mention in the proposal to how 
the fee increase will limit the opportunity for many. I worry that this decision will keep access to these 
unique experiences available only to a small subsection of the community.  

There are many options to address the barriers created by these fee increases. I propose that some 
opportunity for lower-income residents should be included in the fee proposal plan. Perhaps there could 
be a lottery system for use a few nights every month for a reduced fee. A waiver for a reduced fee could 
be available for members of our community with a certain income, or who already qualify for certain 
programs like reduced lunch fees in schools or affordable housing programs. Maybe USFS could split the 
cost of sponsoring a few nights a year with a local organization or business. With such a high increase in 
the fee, such caveats could be made easily and a slightly reduced price could be the difference in 
someone having the opportunity to take part in the grand tradition of USFS cabins, or not. In order to 
uphold the second part of the USFS motto, “Caring for the Land and Serving People,” consideration must 
be given to how to increase and maintain access to this wonderful resource.  

Thank you, Rosalyn Kutsch  
+34 634 924 892  | 406-599-1385 | kutsch.rosalyn@gmail.com 
             

8/23/20 Debra Bullington   3debrab@gmail.com 

Hi, 

I strongly oppose an increase in fees at all the forest service cabins and campgrounds under 
consideration. It is a wonderful privilege that all of us, not just the wealthy, have access to our incredible 
landscapes.  Many of these campgrounds are where we took our children as they were growing up, and 
as adults now, they should be able to take their children.  Our family continues to meet at some of these 
campgrounds as an affordable way to be together in our beautiful and precious forests.  Please consider 
how important it is to keep the prices affordable for all people, not just those who can afford it.  It is 
your responsibility to keep public land for all the public.   

Thank you for your consideration, 
Debra Bullington 
534 S Rodney St 
Helena MT 59601 
406-547-4415 
             

8/23/20 Julie Tate   julieannetate@gmail.com 

Good evening, 

First of all, a huge thank you to you folks for all of your hard work to keep my favorite places in such 
good shape.  

mailto:kutsch.rosalyn@gmail.com
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I know the funding issue is nuanced and I absolutely think your agency deserves tax dollars well above 
and beyond what it is allocated. However, I don't think the steep proposed fee increases are the right 
move. I think campsites $12 and under are reasonable, but putting the cabin fees up over $50 seems like 
it really will turn people away for financial reasons. I would encourage a more incremental bump in fees 
and in the meantime, I will continue to vote for candidates who support better funding the Forest 
Service on a federal level.  

Thanks for your consideration, 

Julie Tate 
Livingston, MT  
             

8/23/20 Joseph Bullington   gesturewildly@protonmail.com 

Joseph Bullington 
105 N. C Street 
Livingston, MT 59047 
GestureWildly@protonmail.com 
406-547-4332 

I represent no one but my own self. 

Comment against proposed Custer Gallatin Fee Increase: 

A while back I was loafing around a campfire with a group of friends and strangers on the bank of one of 
this state’s famously beautiful rivers when the conversation turned to the overcrowding problems on 
another of this state’s famously beautiful rivers. 

 “Is it too much to ask that we pay a small fee to use the public access sites on the river?” offered a well-
meaning and comfortably wealthy retiree. “I sure wouldn’t mind.” 

 Well, I do mind, and I think a lot of other people do mind, too. Understand that it’s not that I’m against 
conservation, or that I believe in human use of land above all else. In some cases I support restricting 
access to public land if it’s crucial to protecting wildlife habitat (and I certainly support restoring elk 
habitat that has degenerated into trophy homes). What I’m against is conservation that depends on 
weeding out the poor. 

The Custer Gallatin National Forest recently proposed to ramp up the fees at campgrounds, rental 
cabins and the Rendezvous Nordic Cross Country Ski Area. In many cases, the agency plans to more than 
double the price. Fees at several of my favorite campgrounds would go from $5 a night to $12, while the 
cost of two of my favorite cabins, currently $25 and $30 per night, would rise to $75 per night. The 
proposal would also impose fees of $10 per night at four campgrounds where now there are none. 

And, in this case, the agency has no such high-minded goal as protecting habitat. Forest Supervisor Mary 
Erickson explained the agency’s reasoning in a July 2 press release: Most of the Forest’s fees haven’t 
increased in the last 20 years, and though “it means more than doubling some of our current fees,” the 
proposed increase “will allow us to continue to provide high quality recreation experiences.” Jane 
Ruchman, the Forest Service contact person for the proposal, told the Bozeman Chronicle that the fee 
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increase will, in the newspaper’s words, “make the price for Forest Service accommodations more 
comparable to offerings at private campgrounds or hotels.” 

To Ms. Erickson I say this: Do you know what else hasn’t increased much in the last 20 years? Real 
wages, especially for low-wage workers. And to Ms. Ruchman, I’d like to point out that unlike the 
owners of private campgrounds and hotels, which run them for profit, the Forest Service’s role is to 
manage the lands we own in common for the benefit of all of us commoners. That the agency finds the 
price of private hotels in this rapidly gentrifying area relevant to this discussion shows either a 
misunderstanding or a betrayal of that role. 

I’ve lived and passed through other places in this country where, when you pull into a public 
campground, you expect to stuff $25 or $35 into that ravenous green fee envelope. Besides my selfish, 
local interest in being able to spend practically half my summers living at the campground up the West 
Boulder, I also think non-local people shouldn’t have to be rich to take a road trip to Yellowstone. I love 
the idea that three generations of a family anywhere in this country could pack into a van and spend a 
week around Yellowstone for no more than the cost of gas, food and $35 for a campsite with all the 
luxuries of the Four P’s: pit toilet, picnic table, fire pit, and water pump. If there’s any egalitarian spirit 
left in this country — and clearly there isn’t much — it’s embodied in that idea. 

In the idea, I said. The reality, of course, is different. In reality, access to America’s public lands, like so 
much else, is not distributed equally. According to a 2018 Forest Service study, “Recreation Equity: Is the 
Forest Service Serving Its Diverse Publics?,” the authors found that while Black people make up 13% of 
the U.S. population, they account for just 1% of National Forest visits. Latinos, who make up 17% of the 
population, account for just 6% of visits. Native Americans, from whom the land that became the 
National Forests was stolen, are also underrepresented. One of the reasons for this inequity, the authors 
write, is that minority populations are concentrated in urban communities, geographically isolated from 
National Forests. However, they write, “This isolation and indirect marginalization from National Forest 
System lands is also often compounded by economic disparities that make access to these areas even 
more difficult.” 

There are many things that we must do to make public lands more accessible and welcoming to all. 
Increasing fees, and so the cost of visiting them, is not one of those things. 

So why is the Forest Service pursuing this fee increase? To bring in more money. The Custer Gallatin 
retains 95% of the money collected through fees, the agency’s press release notes, and the forest “has 
worked hard over the years to reinvest revenue into the maintenance, operations, improvement, and 
resource protection and these proposals, if implemented, will further support the long-term 
stewardship of the sites.” 

Despite rising visitation during the pandemic, the 2021 federal budget proposes sweeping cuts to the 
Forest Service, including the elimination of the Recreation Research program, a $2.1 million cut to trail 
funds, and a $4.1 million decrease in recreation, heritage and wilderness funding. 

I am sympathetic. Clearly, the Forest Service needs funding. But that funding should be appropriated in 
the federal budget, not foisted onto Forest-users in the form of increased fees. Please join me in 
opposing the Custer Gallatin fee hike by submitting a public comment to the agency and by telling the 
Montana Congressional delegation to fully fund the Forest Service at the federal level. 

Thank you for considering my comment. 
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Map Site Comments –   
14 Commenters, several also commented via E-mail or other means,  
122 total comments, 35 unique comments 

Several are (or part of the comment) are out of the scope of the project 

             

7/9/20 -  Jason Gibbons, gibbons.jcg@icloud.com,  7583 S Keller Rd, Laurel, MT 59044  

Basin Station, Battle Ridge Cabin, Beaver Creek Cabin, Big Creek Cabin, Cabin Creek Cabin, Crandall 
Creek Cabin, Deer Creek Cabin, Diamond Butte Lookout, Eldridge Cabin (new fee, comment not 
applicable?), Fourmile Cabin, Fox Creek Cabin, Garnet Mtn Lookout, Ibex Cabin, Little Bear Cabin, Maxey 
Cabin, Meyers Creek Cabin, Mill Creek Cabin, Porcupine Cabin, Sage Creek Cabin (new fee, comment not 
applicable?), Spanish Creek Cabin, Trail Creek Cabin, Wapiti Cabin, West Boulder Cabin, West Bridger 
Cabin, Whitetail Cabin, Window Rock Cabin, Windy Pass Cabin, Yellow Mule Cabin: 
 
I strongly oppose such a high fee increase.  I feel these fees are a drop in the bucket to out of state 
tourism but unrealistic and unfair to those who live in state and wish to recreate locally.  If fees must be 
increased, let's give preferences to reserve these sites to residents; not dissimilar to how wilderness 
access for hunting in the state of Wyoming is limited to residents unless the nonresident has a licensed 
guide.  What I propose is a more limited reservation window for non-residents, perhaps 3 months, while 
residents are given a 6 month window.   
 

Coulter Campground: 
After closer review I wish to change support.  I strongly oppose such a high fee increase, particularly 
because this site is restricted to hard-sided camping only.  I think it's ironic and very irritating that the 
USFS lists that there are tent pads available.  I'm already forced to purchase a hard-sided camping trailer 
if I want to recreate at this site, why would I support an increased fee on top of that?  The operations 
and maintenance costs, and staffing should come from appropriated funds.  I feel these fee increases 
are a drop in the bucket to out of state tourism but unrealistic and unfair to those who wish to recreate 
locally.  In addition, this site should be open to tents.  The USFS is currently pricing out and restricting 
low income families from using these features on public land by requiring hard-sided camping.  The USFS 
and media have not made me aware of all of the bear encounters in this campground compared to 
others in the forest. 
  
Soda Butte Campground: 

I strongly oppose such a high fee increase, particularly because this site is restricted to hard-sided 
camping only.  I think it's ironic and very irritating that the USFS lists that there are tent pads available.  
I'm already forced to purchase a hard-sided camping trailer if I want to recreate at this site, why would I 
support an increased fee on top of that?  The operations and maintenance costs, and staffing should 
come from appropriated funds.  I feel these fee increases are a drop in the bucket to out of state 
tourism but unrealistic and unfair to those who wish to recreate locally.  In addition, this site should be 
open to tents.  The USFS is currently pricing out and restricting low income families from using these 
features on public land by requiring hard-sided camping.  The USFS and media have not made me aware 
of all of the bear encounters in this campground.  
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Tom Miner Campground: 
I support the modest fee.  I do not understand why this campground and many others allow tents while 
others are hard-sided only.  Aren't grizzly bears just as likely at Tom Miner as those campgrounds that 
do not allow tents?  So confused. 

Aspen, Battle Ridge, Blackmore, Canyon, Chippy Park, Eagle Creek, East Rosebud, Emerald Lake, 
Halfmoon, Hells Canyon, Hicks Park, Pine Grove, Sage Creek, West Boulder Campgrounds: 

I support this modest fee (increase).  

Rendezvous Nordic Ski Area: 

I strongly oppose such a high fee increase for residents.  The operations and maintenance costs, and 
staffing should come from appropriated funds.  I feel these fee increases are a drop in the bucket to out 
of state tourism but unrealistic and unfair to those who wish to recreate locally.  If fees must be 
increased, let's give a pricing reduction to in-state residents; not dissimilar to how wilderness access for 
hunting in the state of Wyoming is limited to residents unless the nonresident has a licensed guide.   
             

7/13/20 -  Jill Abbott-Stoltzfus  jabbstoltz@msn.com 

Window Rock Cabin: 

I oppose this large fee increase. No way are these rustic cabins comparable to the amenities provided at 
private campgrounds, let alone hotels. These cabins are much appreciated as an inexpensive, and more 
rugged option for a relatively accessible get away. 

Maxey Cabin: 

This fee increase is unreasonable. These cabins, while desirable, are rustic. The price should reflect this. 
They in no way, compete with local private campgrounds or especially hotels. They have no amenities, 
to compare to such overnight accommodations. They instead, are more like a campsite, with a shelter, 
instead of a tent.  Do not increase the fee as proposed. It is two times too much. 

Spanish Creek Cabin: 

This fee increase is way too much. These cabins are wonderful rustic get-aways. Not even slightly 
comparable to a private campground and of course, especially to a hotel. None of those type of 
amenities. Keep the cost low. These cabins are more like a campsite, with a hard shelter. 

Battle Ridge Cabin: 

This fee increase is way too much. These are rustic cabins. They, while desirable, are more like a 
campsite with a hard shelter. They cannot be compared to the amenities provided at private 
campgrounds and of course, obviously to hotels. Keep the price low, for locals who love to venture away 
without amenities at a reasonable price. 

Porcupine Cabin: 

This cabin's price should not be increased. It is reasonable as is. It is a rustic cabin, that cannot be 
compared to a local private campground, and obviously, to a hotel. 
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Little Bear Cabin: 

The fee for this cabin should not be increased. It is a lovely getaway, but rustic. The price should be 
compared to a campsite. It should in no way, be compared to a private campground, and especially not 
to a hotel, as it has no comparable amenities!! 

Rendezvous Nordic Ski Area: 

This is way too large of a fee increase. Coming from Bozeman, maybe one time per year, and skiing for 
maybe two hours, this is too much. The current price is adequate. Don't overcharge locals, for a quick, 
workout. 
             

7/23/20 -  Mallory Stefan mallory.stefan@gmail.com  

Basin Station, Battle Ridge Cabin, Beaver Creek Cabin, Big Creek Cabin, Cabin Creek Cabin, Coulter 
Campground, Crandall Creek Cabin, Deer Creek Cabin, Diamond Butte Lookout, Eldridge Cabin (new 
cabin, not applicable?), Fourmile Cabin, Fox Creek Cabin, Garnet Mountain Lookout, Ibex Cabin, Little 
Bear Cabin, Maxey Cabin, Meyers Creek Cabin, Mill Creek Cabin, Mystic Lake Cabin, Porcupine Cabin, 
Sage Creek Cabin (new cabin, not applicable?), Soda Butte Campground, Spanish Creek Cabin, Trail 
Creek Cabin, Wapiti Cabin, West Boulder Cabin, West Bridger Cabin, White Tail Cabin, Window Rock 
Cabin, Windy Pass Cabin, Yellow Mule Cabin :  

I am opposed to the proposed fee increase. Outdoor recreation should be accessible to all local 
residents, not just the wealthy that can afford to pay for a campground site or cabin. If equity and 
inclusion is at all a priority for the USFS, they’ll consider keep the cost of both cabins and campgrounds 
as low as possible to make the outdoors accessible for all. 

             

7/15/20 - Abby Kirkaldie, abbykirkaldie@gmail.com 

Spanish Creek Cabin: 

I am opposed to a fee increase.  I believe the trend for all forests in Montana to start doubling all fees 
for campgrounds and cabins is unfortunate.  They look at other states such as California and justify why 
they should be able to charge much more.  The beauty of MT is the ability to still enjoy our trails, 
campsites without the high fees and overcharging you see in other states.  I understand, the budgets are 
low and so the public ends up paying for it.  I am very encouraged by the Great Outdoors Act that was 
created to put the onus back on the Federal Government to fund our public lands properly.  We need to 
stand up against adding fees to the individual and ask for better funding.  I come from small towns such 
as Darby in MT where the poverty levels are high.  These kind of fees are a great disadvantage to people 
who have very small disposable income.  When you start charging $90 for a cabin you have just excluded 
a great number of people.  Adding a $5 fee for an extra car is very offensive to me -- just a way to get 
more money.  I dread the day when we start charging fees to park at trailheads in MT.  I will fight that 
tooth and nail.  Our public lands are one thing that we have as a citizen we can enjoy hopefully with 
equity. 
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7/16/20 -  Zach Nell, zachnellphotographer@gmail.com 

Battle Ridge Cabin: 

The proposed fee increase of the Battle Ridge Cabin is not attainable for most people that want to have 
access to outdoor recreation like these rustic cabins. The proposed fee increase is at least twice than the 
current fee, and that would have a discriminatory effect to thousands of potential users due to the 
concerns of economic equity to all people that have the right to not only access these public lands. It 
doesn't make sense to have a nearby campground just across the road for an affordable proposed fee at 
only $10 when a cabin is essentially just a hardcover shelter campsite for a whopping proposed fee at 
$65. Therefore, I recommend lowering proposed fee from $65 to $45. 

Big Creek Cabin: 

This is not a modest proposed fee increase. I recommend lowering the proposed fee from $75 to $60. 
Providing economic accessibility must be a priority for the USFS when proposing fee increases. 

Halfmoon Campground: 

Lower the proposed fee to $10. I strongly believe all proposed fees need to be less than double than the 
current fees. 

Window Rock Cabin: 

The proposed fee increase of the Window Rock Cabin is outrageously steep. It would leave out many 
outdoors enthusiasts and recreationists to have the ability to rent out one of these historic cabins in the 
Hyalite Canyon area. The proposed fee increase is at least twice than the current fee, and that would 
have a discriminatory effect to thousands of potential users in the Bozeman area. It does not consider 
the concerns of economic equity to all people that have the right to not only access these public lands. 
Access isn't just about physical access, it is also about access regardless of economic status. I 
recommend lowering proposed fee from $65 to $45. 

             

7/19/20 -  Cindy Strozzi, clstrozzi@gmail.com 

Ibex Cabin: 

I am opposed to the fee increase. I have been renting cabins for 3 decades and most started at $20.00. 
The increase to $65.00 is to much. Cabins are a lot of work, bring your own wood, clean when you 
arrive, clean better when you leave. The possibility of hantavirus. Keep all fees at current amount for MT 
residents and increase fee for non residents if increased at all. I love FS cabins and would like to 
continue to use them at the current fees. Please do not increase fees 

             

7/21/20 -  Josie Caton, catonjo@gmail.com  1924 Cloverdale Ct  FL 33549 
Maxey Cabin: 

I strongly oppose the fee increase.  Access to public lands includes economic access.  For perspective, 
$65 is equal to an entire day of pay for minimum wage residents and tourists.  Public lands are the last 
accessible opportunity for recreation and connection to nature for even some middle class citizens.  

mailto:zachnellphotographer@gmail.com
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Please protect this access.  People come to Maxey for nature, not development. 
More so, Maxey Cabin offers rustic accommodations, at best; the cabin is a gem as the surrounding 
beauty is stunning. It should not be valued based on market rate. 
Perhaps creative solutions could be developed across sectors to assign cost to entities that are driving 
increased traffic...those that profit from this amenity should share that profit to cover costs of 
maintenance and capital improvements.  
As rates for accommodations and recreation opportunities skyrocket locally, wages locally and nationally 
remain stagnant for those in mid to bottom economic tiers.   This is their land too. Please consider 
impacts of scale as it affects multiple stakeholders. 

Fourmile Cabin: 

I strongly oppose the fee increase.  Access to public lands includes economic access.  For perspective, 
$75 is equal to an entire day of pay for minimum wage residents and tourists.  Public lands are the last 
accessible opportunity for recreation and connection to nature for even some middle class citizens.  
Please protect this access.  People come to Maxey for nature, not development. 
 
More so, Fourmile Cabin offers rustic accommodations, at best; the cabin is a gem as the surrounding 
beauty is stunning. It should not be valued based on market rate.  I spent several summers working in 
the historic Main Boulder valley.  It was during this time that I came to deeply appreciate the 
opportunity public land provides for family and friends to recreate and connect with nature, 
unencumbered by realities of economic inequity and exploitative development. 
 
Perhaps creative solutions could be developed across sectors to assign cost to entities that are driving 
increased traffic...those that profit from this amenity should share that profit to cover costs of 
maintenance and capital improvements.  
 
As rates for accommodations and recreation opportunities skyrocket locally, wages locally and nationally 
remain stagnant for those in mid to bottom economic tiers.   This is their land too. Please consider 
impacts of scale as it affects multiple stakeholders. 
             

7/26/20 -  Nick Rose, nick.rose@hotmail.com 

Spanish Creek Cabin: 

Over 100 percent increase is too much.  The affordability is part of the Spanish Creek Cabin experience. 
A lot of the maintenance is done by volunteers and guests. I did the screen door and the green rope on 
the swing in 2015.  Keep this cabin the local treasure that it is.  Once the cost goes up it is forever.  
Increase to $45, then re-evaluate in a few years. 
             

8/7/20 -  Jennifer Dankoff, jgdankoff@gmail.com, 219 Ramshorn Peak Lane Bozeman MT 59718 

Little Bear Cabin: 

Kindly, I am strongly opposed to such an exorbitant fee increase. First, this is a forest service cabin, not a 
business, and the proposed fees compete with fees at for profit campgrounds like KOAs.  

mailto:nick.rose@hotmail.com
mailto:jgdankoff@gmail.com
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Secondly, the current price makes this an attractive get-away spot for lower income individuals who may 
not be able to afford a hotel or more expensive alternative. Please do not price-out lower income 
individuals who are trying to make memories with their families. I have thoroughly enjoyed my time at 
this cabin, but may not be able to afford to return if prices are more than doubled. Small fee increases, 
$5, would be reasonable if it is needed to maintain the cabin, but more than doubling the fees is 
detrimental to the ability of those who love the cabins best to use them. Please reconsider and keep the 
forest service cabins, Little Bear Cabin specifically, accessible to all, especially during this time where 
outdoor areas are prized for social distancing and lower income individuals cannot afford to get away 
like the wealthy. Everyone deserves access to our public lands. Thank you for your time. 

Mystic Lake Cabin: 

Respectfully, fee increases of this magnitude is detrimental to the ability of lower income individuals to 
enjoy what our public lands offers. Forgive the caps, but I need to make the point: THIS SITE IS NOT CAR 
ACCESSIBLE. The area is closed to motorized vehicles. It is outrageous to charge so much for a site that is 
hike (or bike or ski) in and out. By raising the prices so high, this will prevent lower income individuals, 
and locals, from enjoying the public lands access that we have enjoyed for years. Young families make 
memories up at the Mystic Lake Cabin, and I will be devastated if someday I cannot afford to take my 
own. Please make the responsible decision, and do not make our forest service cabins cater to the 
wealthy. 

Garnet Mountain Lookout:  

I am highly opposed to such an outrageous fee hike for this wonderful lookout tower. As is, this tower is 
financially accessible for lower income individuals, and raising the price so high makes it inaccessible for 
those outdoorsy people who love and enjoy it most. This is not a hotel or for profit campground; this is a 
forest service cabin that should remain accessible to us all. Please do not price out lower income 
persons, especially in a time where we need access to outdoor spaces and do not have the resources to 
travel further. 

Battle Ridge Cabin: 

As the little intro above says, Gallatin Valley is one of the fastest growing places in the nation. Our 
housing crisis is out of control and reaching un-affordable for the non-affluent. Please, do not contribute 
to the problem. These forest service cabins should remain affordable for everyone, and raising the 
prices to such high levels does nothing but hurt the average person who wants to enjoy our public lands. 
I am strongly opposed to such a fee increase, and the cabins should remain a source of affordable 
enjoyment for years to come.  

             

8/11/20 – Randall Bobowiec, rbobowiec@yahoo.com 

Diamond Butte Lookout: 

Periodic fee increases are inevitable but the proposed increases for Diamond Butte Lookout and all 
other suggested cabins and camps seems very excessive. Due to the high unemployment numbers 
nationally, this is no time for fee increases of any kind. In light of the pandemic, a brief visit to the 
outdoors is an even more important respite now to both families and individuals. Throw in the existing 
mandatory $10 reservation fee and the cabins and camps could be out of the reach financially for many. 

mailto:rbobowiec@yahoo.com
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These are Federal lands owned by the citizens who pay taxes to support them. We all appreciate the job 
you do in making these places accessible, but the cost should be affordable to all. Perhaps consider 
lowering the reservation fee or if an increase of fees is required, provide some discount for consecutive 
multiple days. I am sure you do not expect anyone to cheer about the rate increases. That rarely 
happens. But in this Covid environment, I don't believe this is the right time. Airlines, hotels, and resorts 
are LOWERING their rates to attract visitors, not increasing them. It's not because they are kind, its 
because many people now have less money and are hesitant to travel. The cabins and camps are a 
destination as well and to raise fees now will only lower their usage. 

             

8/12/20 -  Tammi Hitt, tammi.hitt@gmail.com, 3717 Blue Ave, Gillette, WY 82718 

White Tail Cabin: 

My comment relates to the proposed fee increase for recreation sites.  What criteria were used to 
determine rates?  Whitetail Cabin is proposed to increase from $25 per night to $65.  This cabin sleeps 
four people and has electricity but no running water.  How does the rate of increase at this site compare 
to other sites with similar accommodations? When I consider options for my own lodging, I compare the 
rates and amenities at each site to those at private hotels and resorts as well as to tent or RV camping 
options.  For the proposed rate of $65 per night, I would expect to have running water available. 

Is it possible to separate the horse facility rate from the cabin?  I would not be using those facilities, and 
a separate fee might bring the rate more in line with my expectations. 

             

8/21/20 -  Ariety Fried, frietybob@gmail.com  105 N C Street Livingston MT 59047 

West Boulder Campground: 

I strongly oppose the proposed increase in fees at all the forest service cabins and campgrounds being 
considered, but I've chosen to comment on the West Boulder campground in particular because I have 
spent a lot of time there. A $5 fee makes the campground for everyone. It is a delight to pay so little to 
sleep and eat and spend time with my friends and family. Low campground and cabin fees in the 
National Forests are one of my favorite things about Montana- it makes public land actually accessible 
to everyone, not just on paper and not just for the rich. What seems like a small increase today opens 
the door to normalizing increases in the future. Keep public lands truly public! 

West Boulder Cabin: 

I strongly oppose the proposed increase in fees at all the forest service cabins and campgrounds being 
considered in the Custer Gallatin National Forest. Low fees make campgrounds and cabins for everyone. 
Accessibility to the experience of spending time outside, sleeping in a tent or 100 year old forest service 
cabin heated by a woodstove should never be determined by economic status. Increasing a night in a 
cabin from $30 to $75 means my friends and I will likely never stay in this cabin again. The increase may 
mean more money for the Forest Service, but it turns National Forest land into a country club. The 
Forest Service budget shouldn't depend on fees, it should come from the General Fund appropriated by 
Congress.  

mailto:tammi.hitt@gmail.com
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Keep public lands truly public! The wealthy have plenty of private playgrounds, please don't turn the 
Custer Gallatin National Forest over to them too. 

             

8/23/20 -  Debra Bullington, 3debrab@gmail.com   534 S Rodney Street Helena MT 59601 

West Boulder Campground: 
I, too, strongly oppose an increase in fees at all the forest service cabins and campgrounds under 
consideration.  It is a wonderful privilege that all of us, not just the wealthy, have access to our 
incredible landscapes.  Please do not take this affordable asset away from people. The affordability has 
made it possible for me to be with family and friends at West Boulder twice this summer.  It's a special 
place deserving to remain open for all people to enjoy.  Thank you for your consideration. 

Aspen Campground: 
I strongly oppose an increase in fees at all the forest service cabins and campgrounds under 
consideration. It is a wonderful privilege that all of us, not just the wealthy, have access to our incredible 
landscapes. This campground has a special place in my heart and my family's history as we camped and 
fished there many times when raising our now grown sons; I think it was here that all three learned to 
fly fish from their dad.  Please keep this lovely campground affordable for families.  Thank you for your 
consideration. 

Halfmoon Campground: 
I strongly oppose an increase in fees at all the forest service cabins and campgrounds under 
consideration. It is a wonderful privilege that all of us, not just the wealthy, have access to our incredible 
landscapes. Half Moon!  Even thinking of it makes me smile.  Please keep this lovely campground 
affordable for families: no increase in fees!  Thank you for your consideration. 
             

8/24/20 - Joseph Bullington, GestureWildly@protonmail.com, 105 N. C Street, Livingston, MT 59047 

Aspen Campground: 

I strongly opposed more than doubling the fee for this campground. Keep public lands open to all. 

West Boulder Campground: 

I strongly opposed this fee increase and the fee increases at all the campgrounds and cabins under 
consideration. I go often to stay at this campground. If this fee increase is instituted, I won't be able to 
afford to -- it's that simple. Keep public lands accessible to all. 

Trail Creek Cabin: 

I strongly oppose this fee increase. Jane Ruchman, the Forest Service contact person for the proposal, 
told the Bozeman Chronicle that the fee increase will, in the newspaper’s words, “make the price for 
Forest Service accommodations more comparable to offerings at private campgrounds or hotels.” To 
Ms. Ruchman, I’d like to point out that unlike the owners of private campgrounds and hotels, which run 
them for profit, the Forest Service’s role is to manage the lands we own in common for the benefit of all 
of us commoners. That the agency finds the price of private hotels in this rapidly gentrifying area 
relevant to this discussion shows either a misunderstanding or a betrayal of that role. Also, in what hotel 

mailto:3debrab@gmail.com
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do you have to split your own wood, sweep out the mouse poop and watch out for hanta virus? Those 
are the things that make these Forest Service cabins great -- but they're also the reasons they should be 
cheap. 
             

 

Repeat Commenters  

Debra Bullington - E-mail and Map site;  all 4 comments are essentially the same 
Joseph Bullington - E-mail and Map site; comments are similar, E-mail has much more context. 
Ariety Fried – E-mail and Map site, two of three comments are the same 
Rosalyn Kutsch – call and E-mail  Same message, Context is in the E-mail message 
 

             

 

Phone Message Comments –  

1 total comments 

7/29/20 Comment left at Yellowstone RD front desk via phone call    

Kelly Rogers   kllyrars@aol.com 

She is frustrated that the cabin shows rented but no one shows up (year after year). She thinks an 
increase in rental price may make renters think twice. Her neighbors told her it’s so cheap they just rent 
it and don’t worry if they can’t make it.  
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Forest Facebook Comments –      14 comments total, 6 applicable to process 

The Forest is seeking comments on a recreation fee proposal for rental cabins, lookouts and 
campgrounds that bring many of our sites more in line with current amenities, locales and 
uses. "Over the past 20+ years, most of our fees have stayed the same, for rental cabins, 
lookouts and more and many sites have no fees," - more at - 
http://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/custergallatin/news-events/... 

1Jennifer Kline July 3, 2020 

Very excessive. We camp at Emerald Lake several times per year and that road does nothing but get worse and worse with only 
mandatory maintenance done. We've considered going elsewhere just to save massive wear and tear on our vehicles and campers. 
If they hike the rates, it'll be a no-brainer. If you're like us and camp with a camper, you don't use the services provided (i.e., 
outhouse, water, garbage), but are literally paying for a place to park. It's beautiful up there, which is why we've endured the road 
and $9 per night, but $15 is far too much, in my opinion. 

2Joann Peterson Schuetze - Jennifer Kline  35-40 bucks a night is excessive? 

3Jennifer Kline - Joann Peterson Schuetze  I'm not referring to the cabins. I'm referring to the camp sites. 

4Joann Peterson Schuetze - Jennifer Kline  wow.....I don't think it can get much cheaper. Guess you'll be camping 
      elsewhere. 

5Jennifer Kline - Joann Peterson Schuetze  $15-$20 per night for a place to park your camper is cheap? For a 
weekend, that's $60 - you can nearly pay for a month's rent at a storage unit for that! We don't use the services provided 
(as I mentioned above). It must be nice to be able to afford such things--but not all of us consider 
that affordable. It's not a hotel. They barely maintain that road. And a price increase of 60% 
is, yes, excessive. A couple dollar increase is one thing; this is something else entirely.  

6Sarah Bennett July 6, 2020 

It seems like a good idea if the fees charged covered maintenance and upkeep so the program is self-sufficient. 

7Jim Fortune July 5, 2020 

The forest circus shouldn't be in the hotel business. Period 

8Roger Mark Fischer July 5, 2020 

I love the Forest Service and our public lands. I'll gladly pay more to support you! 

9Amy Mountain Ference July 4, 2020 

Mismanagement at its worst. 

10Derek Kirchner July 4, 2020 

There should be a charge for dispersed campsites. The forest service has designated campgrounds to preserve natural resources. 
Dispersed sites damage areas where people park campers, build fires, and walk around their campsite. In addition, some 
patrons are leaving trash and toiletries in these dispersed sites. This leads to extra enforcement 
for forest police officers, and maintenance for forest recreation and weed departments. Many 

http://www.fs.usda.gov/detail/custergallatin/news-events/?cid=FSEPRD760409&fbclid=IwAR0Qvx9OGDhFfsqzy2_vFoO7i6o3vnkfJbQ3b8oKi6gn8LyarcAQ1Nk2pcU
https://www.facebook.com/jennifer.obergkline?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyODA5NzIyNzQ5MzA5MjgxXzI4MTA2MjQxMjU4ODU4MTA%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jpetersonschuetze?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyODA5NzIyNzQ5MzA5MjgxXzI4MTA3NzY1MDU4NzA1NzI%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jennifer.obergkline?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jennifer.obergkline?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyODA5NzIyNzQ5MzA5MjgxXzI4MTA3Nzg0OTI1MzcwNDA%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jpetersonschuetze?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jpetersonschuetze?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyODA5NzIyNzQ5MzA5MjgxXzI4MTM3NzcxNzg5MDM4Mzg%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jennifer.obergkline?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jennifer.obergkline?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyODA5NzIyNzQ5MzA5MjgxXzI4MTM3ODE4ODU1NzAwMzQ%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jpetersonschuetze?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/sarah.bennett.31105?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyODA5NzIyNzQ5MzA5MjgxXzI4MTM0NTQwNDg5MzYxNTE%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jim.fortune.7?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyODA5NzIyNzQ5MzA5MjgxXzI4MTIyNDYwMjIzOTAyODc%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/roger.m.fischer.9?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyODA5NzIyNzQ5MzA5MjgxXzI4MTE5MzM4MzU3NTQ4Mzk%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/mtn.ference?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyODA5NzIyNzQ5MzA5MjgxXzI4MTE0NjYwODkxMzQ5NDc%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/derek.kirchner.3150?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyODA5NzIyNzQ5MzA5MjgxXzI4MTEzMzc0MTU4MTQ0ODE%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
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visitors to our national forests go to the same dispersed campsite each year. It has become 
tradition for them, so it would not be right to shut down already established, dispersed sites 
altogether. However, a fee would be fair. 

11Donna Hight July 3, 2020 

We wish you would have a disbursed camping fee. Say 50 dollars a year tag in car; would 
then possibly give the FS some funds to have garbage cans and pit toliets available for 
those areas. Now people are camping for free on MK road, campers using toliets and water 
from close campgrounds and often garbage dumpsters. And FS has to use funds from other 
places for staff to pickup garbage, check fires, repair roads, etc... etc... some $$ would help 
maintain those recreational areas for all... 

12Steven Stenberg July 3, 2020  

Get rid of the fees all together. We pay enough taxes to you guys, learn to manage it better 

13Bear Robinson July 3, 2020 

Shannel 

13Frodo Dowdin July 3, 2020 

Main comment from one who has used them for years. Now the cabins cost more, less goes to the government. However, the 
private entities that take all the profit are neglecting cleaning the cabins. They are mostly a mess. 

14Jim Brandau July 3, 2020 

Many sites are more than doubling the fee. $20 bucks for a campsite with a vault toilet and water pump that currently is $9! 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/donna.hight?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyODA5NzIyNzQ5MzA5MjgxXzI4MTA4MTEzNTU4NjcwODc%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/steven.stenberg.5?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyODA5NzIyNzQ5MzA5MjgxXzI4MTA3MTQ2MDU4NzY3NjI%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/bear.robinson.12139?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyODA5NzIyNzQ5MzA5MjgxXzI4MTA1NTQ1ODkyMjYwOTc%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/shannel.robinson.9?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/shannel.robinson.9?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/frodo.dowdin?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyODA5NzIyNzQ5MzA5MjgxXzI4MTA1MDA2NjI1NjQ4MjM%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
https://www.facebook.com/jim.brandau?comment_id=Y29tbWVudDoyODA5NzIyNzQ5MzA5MjgxXzI4MTA0ODkyMzU4OTkyOTk%3D&__cft__%5b0%5d=AZVD05in47t5nb_Gxt9Le_ceLfcc8P_XNWR-gvGSi3EkDkI0weKoWvwWSMBTtW0PtTSlfFL11JD5tCXEf309PxHCn_JtHKmhSSMfrowGgCul9rKZyeSzycBmcJZHjo5C-njT4XxbbN1EmvgD8Zw_N32I7vwkRBRpPeKM4sFuhM10VaxiFZzMTC-PuOIDG2WV3dc&__tn__=R%5d-R
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Comments received outside (after) comment period ended, or not submitted comments: 

9/7/20  Bonnie Banks 

              

9/13/20  Maggi Reiter <embrdr247@gmail.com> 

Thank you for letting the public voice their opinions on the proposed rate increases. I have rented the 4-
Mile cabin on the Main Boulder River for the past three years for the maximum time allowed. I own a 
cabin near there and don't have electricity but otherwise it is very close to being the same. Lack of 
refrigeration is a large detriment  to my stay there. The stove does not work well. There are only half the 
light bulbs in place that work. There is only one window with a screen and with this past hot August 
cross ventilation would have been nice. The flies were so bad one could not keep the windows open. As 
these are the conditions I have found each year I feel the fee of $35 is more than a fair fee. A jump to 
$75 is ridiculous unless you are intending to make a lot of upgrades and I don't believe that is ever going 
to happen. I will probably not be renting anymore at the increased price. I also question why the Senior 
Pass is allowed for campground rental but not cabin?? I ask you consider this rate hike well before you 
decide. We love and want to enjoy the outdoors but not at a high cost. Thanks you. Margaret Reiter 
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9/21/20  Amy Estes <amy_estes@yahoo.com> 

We just saw the fee increase posting, and though it said online that feedback was closed at the end of 
August, I thought that I would try to submit something in case for some reason an extension is in place. 

We love these cabins. I understand the need to increase rates, but by over 100% is a bit much. $45 a 
night is more reasonable and not making it cost prohibitive for cabin goers. 

Thank you for the availability and care of these cabins. 

Regards,  
Amy Spicka 

              

9/24/20 -  Dominick Speranza  dvsperanza@gmail.com 

We recently stayed one night at the IBEX cabin and noticed a proposal to raise the current fee from 
$35.00 to $65.00/ night.    In my opinion the increase is excessive.  There is no water, no electricity, and 
no cleaning service.   The location is very nice but raising the fee this amount would relegate the cabin 
to those with the funds to afford it.  Many years ago my family of 5 children would look forward to the 
many nights spent in these cabins but with a rate as high as you are proposing I'm sure we could not 
have afforded it.   Our children learned much from this time spent in wilderness and I would like to think 
are now good stewards of the land because of these adventures.   Also, now, as a senior citizen, this fee 
would be prohibitive.      

Dominick Speranza 
Helena, Montana 
              

  

mailto:dvsperanza@gmail.com
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OVERALL COMMENT SUMMARY -  

A total of 182 comments submitted via Email (35), Website (110), hard copy letter/notes (25), Facebook 
(11) and over the phone (1). Of these, there were 83 individual commenter’s submitted 68 unique 
comments, in summary:  

• 46 comments were submitted in support site specific proposals or in general of the overall 
proposal;  

• 44 comments not supporting site specific proposals or in general;  
• 35 comments that were OK with some level of fee increase, but felt either individual site 

proposals or in overall proposal increases were too steep; 
• 12 comments were out of scope of the proposal and one comment specific to the Garnet 

Mountain LO that if drinking water was made available then they would support he increase, 
but do not without this additional amenity.  

Sites that received the highest number of comments included: 

Rendezvous Nordic Ski Trails: 29 total comments; 17 in support, 9 OK, but feel proposed fees are too 
steep; 9 did not support the proposed fee increase. 

Spanish Creek Cabin: 4 opposed the proposed fee increase, 2 ok, but felt the proposed fees were too 
steep 

Fourmile Cabin: 4 comments opposing the proposed fee increase. 

Battle Ridge Cabin: 3 were OK with an increase, but felt the proposed rate was too steep; 2 opposed the 
proposed fee increase. 

All other individual sites had 3 or less specific comments opposing the proposed fees. 

A common theme overall was that there were specific sites that individual (mostly among a couple 
individual commenter’s) opposed the proposed fee increases at individual sites (submitted on the 
website), followed by overall support of the proposed fee increase at the Rendezvous Nordic Ski trail 
system and general support of the overall fee proposal.  

Several news media outlets picked ran stories on the fee proposal, including Montana Outdoors, Helena 
Independent Record, Billings Gazette, Bozeman Daily Chronicle, and the Carbon County News.  

 


